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SLIMTITAN

General Description

“Steering View” is a steering wheel that has an innovative multifunction dashboard in it with LCD 
high-brightness TFT LCD 7” wide screen with 800x480 resolution. 
“Steering View” meets the needs of those who need maximum visibility in the cabin and ability to 
manage all the parameters of the machine. The instrument at the center of the steering wheel 
has the distinction of being fixed at the center of the steering wheel thus allowing maximum 
ergonomics and functionality.
.
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SLIMTITAN

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Operating voltage: 8 – 32 Vdc, protected against reverse polarity and load-dump

Operating temperature: -30°C +85°C

Material: ABS+SILICON RUBBER

Sealing: IP67

CPU: - CORTEX R4
- ARMv7 and Thumb-2 instruction set compliant 
- 2D graphics engine with base level hardware acceleration 
- Four display layers of overlay, constant alpha, or alpha from pixel data for blending 
each layer  

Memory: - FLASH: 2Mb internal flash + 4Mb external SPI FLASH
- VRAM: 1MB embedded SRAM video memory
- EEPROM : 512Kbit

LCD TFT panel: - Format: WVGA 16:9
- Resolution: 800x480 dots
- Touchscreen: Capacitive touchscreen 
- Orientation: Landscape or portrait
- Backlight: LED 450cd/m² or LED 1100cd/m² (OPTION)
- Contrast ratio: 500

13 pushbutton

Electrical connection is made by 2 M8 6 poles connector. The signal that steeringview can «manage» are listed below. 
The list of the signal have to be communicate to AMA factory in order to set the HW:

19 Digital INPUT ( 0 to Vbatt ), programmable active low or high via FW
1  Digital INPUT ( 0 to Vbatt ), with internal pre-heating resistor - 150ohm or 75 ohm (HW setting by AMA)
4 Resistive input (with internal 1K pull up resistor)
4  Frequency input (0 - 10Khz) - universal input for NPN, W alternator signal and pickup sensor
2 4-20mA analog INPUT
2 0-10V analog INPUT
4 HSD output 2A (with internal HW safety wathdog controller)
1 5V 100mA OUTOPUT (for supply external sensor)
2 CANBUS 2.0 part A and B up to 1Mbps (ISO 11898 standard)
1 RS232 port (RX,TX,DTS,CTS signal)
2 Video INPUT (PAL/NTSC)
1  RTC internal clock with lithium battery backup

CAN protocol implemented: SAE J1939

Programmable in C or C++ languages
CAN bootloader for FW upgrade
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SLIMTITAN

Certifications

EMC generic standards emission, heavy industrial environment:
Reference standard: EN 61000-6-4
Base standard: EN 55011 (radiated RF emissions)

Electromagnetic immunity in heavy industrial environment:
Reference standard: EN 61000-6-2
Base standard: EN 61000-4-2 (Electrostatic Discharge), EN 
61000-4-4 (fast transient Burst), EN 61000-4-6 (Conducted RF
immunity), EN 61000-4-3 (Radiated RF immunity)

Environmental:
IEC 60068-2-6 Environmental testing – Part 2-6: Tests – Test Fc: 
Vibration (sinusoidal), test 15 g / 10 - 2000 Hz
IEC 60068-2-27 Environmental testing - Part 2: Tests - Test Ea
and guidance: Shock, test 100g, single hit
IEC 68-2-1,-2,-3,-14,-30 Temperature Environment

ISO7637  pulse 1,2a,2b,3a,3b,4,5a level IV
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Overall dimensions
(in mm)
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